This paper investigates the creation of settler identity in the North American West within a comparative Canada/US framework. The creation of a colonial "other" was an important aspect in the creation of settler identity on both sides of the border. It is argued that one particular image of the Native American "other," that of the "ignoble savage" came to dominate the American imagination, while Western Canadians relied primarily on another image of the "other" in constructing their identity -the image of the inferior American. Whereas American and Canadian settlers both manipulated the imagery surrounding Native Americans to foster a sense of settler superiority, the image of the American as immoral, violent, and generally inferior to Canadians was the most persistent image of the "other" for Western Canadians. Through historical analyses of primary source material such as newspapers, popular fiction, and immigration pamphlets, and analyses of Canada/US relations, this paper explores the image of the inferior American "other" and its importance in the settling of the Canadian West.
newspapers and immigration pamphlets; these primary sources were intended for a popular audience and, therefore, can provide insight into the public discourse surrounding Western colonial identity. Using captivity narratives, newspapers, and immigration pamphlets this article compares the forging of settler identity on both sides of the border. Much historical scholarship has been devoted to explaining the creation of colonial identity in relation to the colonized. By examining popular attitudes towards Americans during the settling of the Canadian West, this paper demonstrates how colonial identities can be constructed, not only in relation to the colonized, but also in relation to other colonial powers.
Settlers in the United States drew on a variety of well--defined and remarkably stable images during and after their expansion westward. Images such as the frontier, the untamed wilderness, the ignoble savage, and the rugged frontiersman helped foster American national identity. The most important of these images, that of the ignoble savage, portrayed Indigenous people as inherently bloodthirsty and violent, providing American settlers with a convenient colonial other that justified expansionist nation--building as a great triumph of civilization over savagery. The image of the ignoble savage was one that existed in the colonial imagination since contact, but that gained new strength with the expansion westward.
American stereotypes of Indigenous people included more than just the imagery of the ignoble savage. Its counterpart, the noble savage, which depicted Indigenous people as exotic, childlike, and close to nature, was also popular in colonial imagery and was often used by social critics as a foil to Western society. However, the American expansion westward had little use for the noble savage especially during and after the Civil War as violent conflicts between Indigenous populations and settlers increased. Since those fighting Indian Wars could not be cast as heroic frontiersmen in the great national narrative of westward expansion if they were murdering noble savages, the image of the ignoble savage became the Indigenous stereotype most closely associated with the American West. 3 One of the most important means of perpetuating the image of the ignoble savage was through the press. American newspapers frequently recounted tales of Indian savagery when reporting on conflicts between Indigenous people and settlers. This stereotyping was in keeping with the national narrative of white superiority and was accelerated by trends in newspaper publishing following the Civil War. The war dramatically increased readership and stimulated competition between newspapers. 4 The invention and growing popularity of the telegraph meant that news was sent in short dispatches that provided the "bare facts" of Indian--white conflicts with little regard for context. 5 Such dispatches encouraged writers to fill in the blanks with common stereotypes to make for an exciting story in a competitive market. Since the conflict between Indigenous people and white settlers was most often written about, the stereotype of the ignoble savage was the one most frequently deployed. Desire to include news stories in the exciting national narrative -in addition to changes in the culture and technology of journalismmeant that the image of the ignoble savage dominated the newspapers of the American West, while other popular Indigenous stereotypes that had served the United States throughout its history reduced in popularity.
The ignoble savage imagery associated with Indigenous people in American newspapers was nearly identical to the imagery used in American captivity narratives. Sold as first--hand factual accounts describing the abduction of noble white women by Indigenous people, captivity narratives had long been part of the American cultural landscape. Like newspapers, their purported aim was to offer a first--hand telling of events, and their readership increased with the improvement of publishing technologies. In her book Narrative of my captivity among the Sioux Indians, set in 1864 and first published in 1871, author Fanny Kelly casts herself as "a desolate white woman in the power of savages." 6 Her account stands in stark contrast to earlier captivity narratives from the colonial period, where captives sometimes wrote favourably of Indigenous societies and the kind treatment they received. Kelly recounts her many trials among people she portrays as inherently violent and cruel -"creatures with whom no chord of sympathy was entertained." 7 Drawing upon images of the ignoble savage early in her narrative, Kelly describes being led into a trap by devious Indigenous people, and then witnessing the killing of a defenceless white family. The violence continues throughout her narrative as Indigenous people, whom after having "tasted blood," 8 are easily provoked, and commit senseless acts of violence against women and children. For Kelly, there is no aspect of Indigenous life that does not relate to war and violence. All dances are described as "war dances," which are celebrations or preparations for war. Upon attending a feast where a dog is eaten, Kelly takes the opportunity to compare Indigenous people to dogs and then discovers that the feast was in preparation for war. 9
Apart from their occasional departures into drinking, superstition, and gambling, Indigenous people are portrayed as having a love only for senseless brutality. This obsession with violence, according to Kelly, permeates every aspect of the Indigenous character. Not only does Kelly take every opportunity to reinforce stereotypes of the ignoble savage, she also seeks to disprove other common stereotypes that might pose a challenge to it. Kelly recounts several times when she believed she had encountered a noble savage, only to discover she was mistaken. Early on she is convinced that those who would later take her captive are good, until she sees them kill a family and is taken prisoner.
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Women, whom she thought might fit the profile of the noble savage - the "dusky maidens of romance" she had read about -11 turn out to be cruel tricksters. Children, whom Kelly thought might make good pupils, soon descend into savagery.
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These experiences cause Kelly to lose faith in the idea of the noble savage and to conclude that "attempts to civilize have failed;" 13 furthermore, that Indigenous people "have no kind feelings," 14 and that they only understand violence.
The image of the ignoble savage remained remarkably stable through mediums such as newspapers and captivity narratives. Following the closing of the American frontier in 1890, Americans nostalgically looked back to the settling of the West, and found other outlets for the mythology associated with it, such as books and films. 15 The mythology of the American West, so crucial to American identity, relied on the ignoble savage as a racialized other, against which settlers could prove their superiority. According to Edward Said, "nations are narrations;" 16 in the grand drama of America's westward expansion, ignoble savages were cast as the villains. The persistent imagery of the ignoble savage was crucial to the narrative of Western expansion and, ultimately, to the broader American national narrative.
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14 Ibid., 188. Canadian newspapers also relied on a wider variety of Indigenous stereotypes than those South of the border. Like the stereotypes deployed in American captivity narratives,these images were universally uncomplimentary, but often inconsistent. 22 Like the American press, some newspapers relied on the image of the ignoble savage. Indigenous people were described as "numerous and warlike" and "constantly on the war path." 23 However, they were also depicted as childlike and simple in a way similar to those of Gowanlock's narrative; newspaper writers argued over how best to improve the situation of the "heathen" or "poor Indian."
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The diversity of stereotypes can also be seen in the press coverage surrounding the captivity of Gowanlock and Delaney, in which some journalists relied on ignoble savage stereotypes while others championed Canadian Indian policy, as they felt it was responsible for the Indigenous people's respect towards their captives. 25 The greatest difference between Canadian and American depictions of Indigenous people can be seen in promotional pamphlets designed to attract settlers to the Canadian West. In these, the image of the ignoble savage was completely absent and readers were reassured that the Indigenous people of the Canadian West were docile and submissive. One pamphlet distributed by the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885, entitled "What Women Say About the Canadian West," posed a variety of questions of interest to the Canadian homemaker. Upon being asked, "Do you experience any dread of Indians," one recent settler allegedly replied, "Not in the least," and another claimed, "I had a fear of them before coming here, but have found One would be hard--pressed to find a similar depiction of Indigenous people in the popular imagery associated with the American West.
Though there were differences in how Indigenous peoples were portrayed on either side of the border, both Canada and the United States relied on Indigenous stereotypes to justify colonialism. Whether Indigenous people were portrayed as inferior subjects who were inherently violent and incapable of change, or as inferior subjects capable of change, the result was the same. In both cases, Indigenous people were violently dispossessed of their land. In the Canadian case, however, the fiction of a humane and benevolent Indian policy allowed settlers in the Canadian West to define themselves not only in relation to Indigenous peoples, but also in relation to their settler neighbours to the South. Another stereotype became ingrained in the Canadian imagination as the Dominion expanded westward -that of the inferior American.
In Meanwhile, American consul to Red River, General Oscar Malmros, tried to convince the Métis population that they would be better off joining the United States. As American annexationists sought to fan the flames of annexation movements on both sides of the border, authorities in Washington did nothing to discourage such behaviour.
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America's military force following the end of the Civil War increased Canadian anxieties.
In response to the perceived threat of American annexation, images of Americans as untrustworthy, aggressive, and generally morally inferior became more widespread in Canada. This image was not only prevalent in newspapers and books, but also proved highly influential in politics. According to historian Jack Granatstein, "the British North America Act itself was a rejection of its American counterpart," which was blamed for creating a weak central government that had led to the Civil War, as well as a type of democracy that was inherently aggressive. Britain would only grow stronger with the Dominion's westward expansion. Images of American aggression also proved politically useful for selling John A. Macdonald's National Policy. According to historian Robert Craig Brown, "Fundamental to the thinking of the framers of the policy was the idea that the United States was much less a friendly neighbour than an aggressive competitor power waiting for a suitable opportunity to fulfil its destiny of the complete conquest of North America." 35 The threat of American expansionism, real or imagined, became a useful tool for Canadian politicians. Those who promoted the image of the inferior American often constructed Canadian identity as its opposite, stressing Canadian adherence to British justice and the supposedly Canadian values of "goodness, stability, and strength of character." 36
Of course, not all Canadians subscribed to the idea of the inferior American, and Americans did not always fit that image. Many people on both sides of the border encouraged cooperation, and advocates of cooperation often projected a different image of their neighbours. However, as Canadians became more and more interested in settling their West, the positive imagery surrounding Americans decreased in popularity. As the imagery around the Wild West solidified, it became easier for Canadians to deploy the inferior American stereotype to their advantage. The frontier qualities associated with the American West, such as rugged individualism and a strong faith in democracy, were not regional traits, but national traits. 37 They were the same national traits Canadians had been differentiating themselves from for decades. With the expansion westward, distinctly American traits were said to have become more pronounced; according to Frederick Jackson Turner, "Moving westward, the frontier became more and more American." 38 The idea of the American The 1885 Northwest Resistance provided another occasion for the Canadian press to portray Canadian Indian policy as more compassionate than its American counterpart. Here, the image of the inferior American helped mask a feature that Canadian and United States Indian policy had in common: the violent suppression of Indigenous resistance. The 1885 Resistance was extinguished with military force and ended with the execution of eight Indigenous men, the largest mass execution in Canadian history. However, the Free Press framed Canada as superior to the United States by claiming the government had handled the conflict in such a way that it had taught the Indigenous population that "there is a power in this country so much greater than his own that he need not dream of resisting it, but that it is a power that will University of Saskatchewan Undergraduate Research Journal 49 their own fault and that of the incompetent American government that did not know how to properly civilize them. Sometimes Indigenous populations that lived on both sides of the border would miraculously turn from ignoble savages into harmless noble savages when they crossed the border into Canada. The United States was also portrayed as a place full of racial violence between African--Americans and White Americans. Usually African--Americans received total condemnation, but sometimes white Americans were blamed for not knowing how to diffuse the tension.
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Either way, Canadian civil society was portrayed as superior. Sometimes descriptions of American violence were not associated with any specific group. A report by the Toronto Globe simply stated, "the epidemic of murders and suicides is raging to an alarming extent on the other side of the line." 49 The United States as a place was seen as inherently violent and chaotic. The imagery associated with the Canadian West persisted long after the initial settlement boom. Much like that associated with the American West, this imagery remained stable as is was brought into other mediums such as literature and film. The idea of the inferior American remained constant, and the image most commonly associated with the Canadian West -the Mountie -was defined in relation to it. In contrast to lawless America, the Mountie was the embodiment of stable British law and order. Significantly, the Mountie was not portrayed as the foil of the ignoble savage. Rather, he was often a trusted friend of the Indigenous people. 50 Whereas the rugged frontiersman of American westerns was defined in relation to the ignoble savage, the Mountie of Canadian popular culture was defined in relation to the American savage. With the expansion westward, Americans and Canadians both drew on colonial imagery that had served their national narratives well in the past. Using stereotypes that portrayed indigenous people as inferior, both nations defined themselves in relation to people they were actively displacing. However, Canadians relied on more than common Indigenous stereotypes in forging a settler identity for their West; the image of the inferior American was also crucial. This image helped Canada establish itself as the benevolent and mild alternative to the American Wild West. Central to this image was the idea that Canadian and American Indian policy were radically different, with the former being based on peaceful negotiation rather than violence. Even when the Canadian state deployed the military against Indigenous people, its Indian policy was still portrayed as being much more just that that of its neighbours to the South. This image of the inferior American helped downplay the violence that accompanied the settling of the Canadian West, and imbued Canadians with a sense of moral superiority that became crucial to the Canadian nation--building project.
